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Our annual exhibition, Splash 2018, closed two days
ago. Once again it was held in conjunction with the
Wellington Potters’ Association. The combination of
watercolours and ceramics worked well and attracted a
lot of interest: 3,333 people visited the show over its 16
day season.

Paint without fear or hesitation
“I was born an art student” says Min Kim, “I have never stopped
learning and painting beauty. My father was a professional oil
painter, so I grew up surrounded by his paintings. I naturally
started painting with watercolours at the age of five. We lived in
South Korea. From 16 to 20 I learned from the Art Institute about
history and technique of classical drawing and watercolour. I was
incredibly focused and progressed with consistent practice. A
particularly influential person in my formative art training was a
tutor called Hyujng Sickpark. I met him at the Art Institute when
I was 16 and credit him with enabling me to paint without fear or
hesitation. His instruction was utterly inspiring and he has given
me the freedom to be an artist. I graduated from Art University in
1995. I moved to New Zealand in 1999. Later in my life, from 2006
to 2009, I moved to Florence, Italy, to study 19th Century Classical
Impressionism.

I’d like to pay tribute to the committee and volunteers
who helped with all aspects of the exhibition. Mounting
a show of this size, which featured more than 300
paintings by 120 artists from Whangarei to Invercargill,
takes a tremendous amount of organisation and effort.
Some first-time helpers commented that they never
realised the amount of work involved, particularly with
regard to layout and hanging.
However, you can’t please everybody. One vociferous
visitor demanded to know who had done the layout.
She didn’t agree with the way the paintings were
grouped by theme and colour. “If I’d had a painting
in the exhibition”, she exclaimed, “I wouldn’t want it
hung alongside similar paintings.” When asked how she
thought the exhibition should have been laid out her
comment was “I don’t know, but it didn’t work for me.”
Fortunately it did appear to work for the vast majority
of visitors, who were full of praise for the quality
and variety of the works on show (and, incidentally,
the way the paintings were displayed). We had the
second highest number of paintings sold at any Splash
exhibition (66) and the third highest sales by value – a
very good result at a time when by all accounts the art
market is difficult.
Our new section for small paintings, a suggestion
from our patron Adrienne Pavelka, generated a lot of
interest. However, working out whether the area of
their paintings was within the limits allowed proved too
challenging for some!

Kim

Welcome to our new members:

Ally Choi (Christchurch) • Peizhen Lu (Auckland) • John
Edwards (Runanga) • Huma Amer (Lower Hutt) • Sharon
Taylor-Offord (Wellington) • Christine Bonnett (Waikato)
• Lisa Dickson (Westport) • Monica Park (Christchurch) •
Joan Pearce (Wanganui) • Sally Gray (Wellington) • Wendy
O’Callaghan (Taupo) • Nicola Fleming (Auckland) • Marge
Hurst (Wellington)

I have never been confused about my life as an artist. A moment
that has been very special to me occurred during my first travels
to Italy in 1992. I met Master works at significant art galleries and
the experience I had with them totally transformed my practice.
I promised myself I would be a real artist achieved through hard
work. I have great admiration for John Singer Sargent and Joseph
Zbukvic. They are real masters with the ability to capture beauty
from magical brush strokes and tone.
I received my biggest award in 2007 with a second place in the
Salon International Award (U.S.A.). I also received finalist placings
in the same award from 2008-2012, along with a finalist placing
in the 2003 Australian Art Magazine for still life. I have exhibited
in Queenstown, in Texas, in Wellington until 2004, and the Bryce
Gallery in Christchurch, which I own, is now my main gallery. I love
to travel and paint all over the world. I have been particularly in-

spired by Italy, Spain, Turkey and Morocco, where last year I spotted the
street merchant who is the inspiration for my winning painting. I love to
capture people in a natural moment. I draw directly from life and take
photos whenever I find an interesting subject. I appreciate the timeless
beauty in old things. The ease of transporting watercolour paints me
gives me freedom to paint anywhere. Watercolour, 4B pencil and clay
are my close friends, but oil is my preferred medium.
My main source of energy for starting and finishing a piece is excitement. Excitement carries me through the painting process. I never
make a plan before I start. If I have found an impressive subject, I watch
and observe it for a long time. I record it through many methods,
photographs, drawings and memories …. and just start! I build my
paintings from initial abstract first strokes. Normally I use a full sheet
of watercolour paper and paint directly without drawing or stretching.
640gsm Arches enables me to do this.
For me, painting is the most natural way to express what I see, what I
feel. “

Min’s painting tip: “Fall in love with tone.”

The number of entries in the Junior Section was down
this year - the timing of the exhibition coincided with
NCEA exams. Once again these paintings proved
popular, five out of six of them finding buyers.
Of course we have to sell paintings to cover costs but
the most important thing is the quality of the works
on show and the pleasure they give to viewers. In this
respect Splash 2018 was a great success, as evidenced by
the overwhelmingly positive response from the public.
This edition of the newsletter is dedicated to
showcasing Splash 2018, particularly for those of you
who live outside of Wellington and weren’t able to
make it to the show. We’d encourage you to try to get
there next year. Our national watercolour exhibition is
truly one of the highlights of the Wellington visual arts
calendar.
John Toft
President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz
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Watercolour New Zealand Merit Awards

Judy: I have been on the Railway Walk through the Manawatu Gorge
a number of times. The Woodville Lions Club ran the walk as a fundraiser each year and the track was closed to trains for several hours.
Walkers numbered about 600 and came from far and wide. We were
bussed to the Woodvile end of the gorge and walk on the track back
to the Ashhurst domain. The walk has been cancelled since the slips.
I found it easier to take photographs as I could gather as much inspiration as possible. My subject is seen from the rail side looking to the
first corner in from the arched bridge at the Woodville end.
I made a couple of preliminary drawings before transferring the
image to my watercolour paper and worked on the subject over a
couple of weeks.
The geography of the gorge is quite challenging to paint and the
sunlight on the morning walk made all the difference. Now we can no
longer enter the area.

Richard: I visited London for the 2012 Olym-

Barney’s Point, Manawatu Gorge by Judy Johnstone

Series 6 Volume 1 Issue No. 31
November December 2018
RRP $12.50 incl GST

THE NEW ZEALAND ARTIST MAGAZINE

Evening Shadows, Wellington by Judy Prictor

Judy: For some time I had been longing
to paint houses perched on Wellington’s
hillsides.
I loved the way they nestled into the trees
and bush, and the way the shadows and light
made them look very “comfortable”. I was
unsure where or how to start and looking at
the blank sheet of beautiful Arches 600gsm
paper didn’t make it easier.
So I decided to create the mood and atmosphere by starting with a background
using the three primary colours, yellow, red
and blue. I did this by mixing the colours
individually on little dishes and randomly
pouring them on to the paper. I placed
pieces of scrunched up glad wrap on areas
to create some texture. PATIENTLY leaving it
to dry overnight, emotion and excitement
arose when on removing the glad wrap there
were my houses! After the drawing, most of
the painting was in the negative areas and
the only other colours used were a gold and
burnt sienna.

Series 6 Volume 1 Issue No. 31

Flag Waving, London by Richard Bolton

pic Games. Every street was draped with
flags. I liked the idea of the flags and remembered a painting by Monet, titled The Rue
Montorguil (Paris flags). It’s a scene from a
window, looking down at a street festooned
with flags. I thought I could make something
out of the London scene.
When I returned to New Zealand, I did a
couple of small paintings that came out well,
but I felt I could improve on these if I scaled it
up and built up more on the theme of flags.
Eventually I worked up the scene so much
that only the buildings remained true to the
view I had seen.
There was a lot of detail with the flags and
the buildings, and it was a challenge to avoid
the painting becoming overworked, something that has ruined many a good watercolour. So I treated the background and the
foreground with the crowds of people much
more loosely with just touches of detail to
avoid this pitfall.

Marianne: My model Leonard is a beautiful dark striped tabby with a
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Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Summer Night by Ally Choi

with Kathryn
Millard
Part 8

FOCUS ON
• ELWYN STONE
• AMY LYNCH

ARTISTS FORUM
Dougie Chowns
Sketchbook, part 22

November/December 2018

Relaxing by Marianne Linton

big personality and white tummy and paws. He often sleeps on the top
of the couch in this position to have a high vantage point, safely away
from the dog.
I used Arches 300gsm rough paper and Daniel Smith watercolours.
I don’t often use black, but in this painting I used Lunar Black. It is a
neutral black which creates interesting texture which I thought would
look like fur. I wet both sides of the paper to make sure that I would have
plenty of time to paint the fuzzy black tabby fur stripes. Most of the background was painted on an almost vertical angle to look like a vertical
side of a couch, with layers of Aureolin then Quinacridone Pink for the
couch mixing it all together wet-in-wet on the paper. A final wash of Cobalt Blue helped to pull it together and knocked back the bright colour. I
mostly used large brushes but got a small brush out and gouache for his
whiskers and hairy ears.
I love painting animals so my next challenges are our other tabby cat and
Dougal the labradoodle.

PASTEL
PIECES

NEW and EXISTING
PRODUCTS
FEATURED INSIDE:

• Debrina Price-Ewen • Ingrid Boot • John Hawken •
• Lorna Watkins-Dooley • Toni Armstrong • Trent Wylie •

November December 18 ON SALE NOW!
featuring Debrina Price-Ewen, Ingrid Boot, John
Hawken, Lorna Watkins-Dooley, Toni Armstrong, and
Trent Wylie.
On Sale in the first week of November

SUBSCRIBE AT
http://thenzartist.co.nz/subscribe.html

Ally: I have always been attracted to poppies with their gorgeous

form, vivid colours and very thin petals swaying in a light breeze and
had dreamed to paint my own style of poppies one day so it was
natural for me to paint poppies for the Splash exhibition this year.
After I decided on the subject, I drew three large pencil drawings to
study the poppies’ characteristics. Then, in watercolour I practised
the colour tone of poppies from yellow, orange, opera, red, crimson
lake to violet and painted poppies in different shapes and poses.
After those studies, I chose the three most beautiful poppies from
among the individual studies I had painted and experimented with
different compositions. I painted an initial draft underpainting, and
developed the form through several coats of paint and rubbed out,
where necessary, to give light to the painting. It is my great honour
and pleasure to win a merit award at Splash 2018. It encourages me
to keep pushing myself in my art career. I would like to show my appreciation to Min Kim, my devoted art teacher and lovely friend who
led me here.
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The Gordon Harris Award for Innovation in Watercolour

Patron’s Award for Best Small Work
Watercolour New Zealand’s patron, Adrienne Pavelka sponsored the prize for our
new category of Small Works.

Adrienne writes: Before l wax lyrical about the stunning selection of small

paintings at this year’s Splash, l wish to heartily congratulate Watercolour New
Zealand especially John Toft, Sue Wild, Alfred Memelink and the Committee for
the exceptional organisation and presentation of Splash 2018. The attendance of
artists from all over New Zealand on opening night attests to the esteem in which
the society is held.
It was my great pleasure (albeit with some trepidation) to choose the winner/s of
the Small Works patron’s prize. Jacky Pearson and Bernadette Parsons were the
joint winners. Jacky’s busy street scene was a great example of just how much
colour and energy can fit into a small space. Bernadette’s vignette of birch tree
trunks was simple but very effective. Both artists displayed confidence with their
subject and skillful use of colour. Sue Wild’s Savonnières-Sur-Cher and Sue Currie’s
yachting collage also deserve a mention. Sadly, some artists misunderstood the
small painting size stipulation which affected their eligibility.

Joint Winner: Simple Things by Bernadette Parsons
Bernadette: Trees are my favourite subject and I was

excited to try painting them as a miniature instead of my
usual full sheet paintings. The challenge of making a painting from ‘simple things’ rather than always searching for a
special grandiose something, is very fulfilling.

Special Mention: Savonnières-Sur-Cher by Sue Wild

A limited palette and using arches rough paper helped for
sure. I framed using a wide matt of 80 mm which gives the
feeling of taking you into the miniature and gives the trees a
significance in their own right.

Special Mention: Off to the start by Sue Currie

Winner: INTERFACE by Suzanne Herschell
Suzanne: INTERFACE is a work on paper in a water based

medium that extends the concept of traditional watercolour
painting from illustrative to interpretive. It is the artist’s personal
comment, referencing Armistice 100 and the current centennial
commemoration, invoked by the loss of her children’s two great
grandfathers in WW1, and is a visual metaphor for incomprehensible and reprehensible destruction to people, place and
land. The work is painted on forgiving Indian cotton rag paper
with its rich, organic components of recycled fibre, texture and
layers, a work of art itself, and framed displaying the integrity of

the asymmetrical edges. Here the thick paper has been ‘mined’
and sculpted revealing the substrata like a wounded earth landscape, blackened and burnt by the corrosive elements of warfare while also conjuring a visceral image of maimed flesh and
the imagery of crosses signifying loss of life. The title INTERFACE
with subliminal nuances may refer to either the artistic process
of cutting and carving the paper to expose its internal complexities, or the multi-facetted surface, or the viewer’s interaction with the work, as the content remembers, commemorates,
mourns and warns.

Joint Winner: City Lights by Jacky Pearson
Jacky: This tiny painting was a challenge for me who

Reconnecting 6 by Pam Lines
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Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz

hardly ever works small! This painting is based on a little
vignette of Featherston street life, hotels, restaurants, taxis,
lights, action. I used watercolour and little bits of white
gouache. I am always trying to capture the effects of light
in different atmosphere. The woman’s coat had to be red to
stand out against the clutter of night lights.
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The French Art Shop People’s Choice Award

Svetlana: My aim in creating
Rhododendron in Dappled Light was
to achieve a visual harmony: to
transform my chosen subject into
visual poetic language. The concept
is Light and Colour movement using
an abstraction quality for my composition. Letting watercolour to do
its job; I used “cauliflower” edges to
create an illusion of the petals.

The French Art Shop has once again been very generous in
supporting this award. A total of 1083 visitors completed
voting slips. Thanks to John Toft for taking the time to count
the votes. Children, as well as adults, take pleasure in deciding which two paintings they like best. This makes the award
especially important. Artists pay attention to the subjects
and styles of the works chosen by the people.

1. A Splash of Red
by Dianne Taylor (86 votes)
2. Rain over the Thames Estuary
by Adrienne Pavelka (82 votes)
3. White Rhododendron in Dappled Light
by Svetlana Orinko (70 votes)
4. A Shady Grove
by Noleen McKeen (66 votes)
5. Jazz Night
by Min Kim (58 votes) – featured on page 3
White Rhododendron in Dappled Light by Svetlana Orinko

Noleen: A Shady Grove is a watercolour painting on NASA paper. You

Dianne: I painted in largely monotone, apart from a
little colour on the Academy dome and Shed 11, so that
the red would pop. The composition works well from this
location, as there is a zigzag pattern of buildings leading
from top left down to the focal area. The scene is static,
so I made the three figures active – running, striding,
turning to look for traffic - to liven the work. I chose the
title to suit the exhibition!

wet it and scrunch it up and then straighten it out, dry it and iron it.
It is then ready to paint. Using a simple pallet of indigo, yellow ochre,
cobalt and cadmium red, I placed blocks of pale colours at the top and
more undiluted tones to make them darker underneath with connecting branches to each cluster of leaves. My inspiration was to create
a stylised effect using the challenge of the paper texture to link the
forms together.

A Splash of Red by Dianne Taylor

Adrienne: Having in the past done

the nude figure, the still life and the
flowers there is nothing quite like the
rush of adrenalin when l see a simple
dramatic sky/land scene. Rain over the
Thames estuary (from a pic by Bernadette Parsons) had all those elements.
The initial form lines were simple –
almost vertical moving storm meeting horizontal tidal flats. l planned
the hard and soft edges and the
colour palette of Faience blue, indigo,
golden lake, raw umber and a touch of
Dragon’s Blood and purple. The hard
white edges offset the graded washes.
lt’s a great feeling when it works first
time.

A Shady Grove by Noleen McKeen
Rain over the Thames Estuary by Adrienne Pavelka
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Paintings by Junior Members

Drawing Inspiration from Watercolour New Zealand
By Catriona Cunningham

Gordon Harris Award for Best Painting by a Junior Artist
Max: My painting of calendulas is painted in

watercolour on stretched paper. I used mainly Winsor and Newton paints and a variety of brushes. I
began with thin washes and gradually built them
up with darker colours. I was advised to use a
limited colour range so I used mainly blue, orange
and green. I darkened the tones as the painting
progressed.
I attend a Rudolf Steiner school in Kapiti which has
given me an understanding and appreciation of
art. I am lucky to be able to paint for an hour and a
half every week with two professionals who advise
me about technique. I have been encouraged to
keep a sketch book and try to do an observational
drawing every day which has given me a greater
knowledge of form and depth.

Judge’s comments: The flower arrangement

provides a good composition. Max has made tasteful use of colour, working the orange and green
together.

In July I entered a watercolour titled “Invercargill, City of Water and
Light” in the ILT (Invercargill Licensing Trust) Art Awards 2018. The
awards are a significant annual event run by the Southland Art Society and are open to artists, both local and nationwide, working
in any medium. There is a generous total prize money of $14,500
with the Supreme Award Winner receiving a prize of $6000.
This year there were 76 entries from both established and emerging artists in a range of media including video, photography,
painting and drawing. The judges were contemporary artist
Michael Armstrong from Timaru and topographer and book designer Ralph Lawrence from Dunedin.
When the winners were announced I was surprised to hear the
judges had chosen my watercolour painting as the Supreme
Award Winner commenting that although it is a small work it
has “great punch” and is an obvious winner as it “caught our eye
and dragged us across the room”. In second place was a video
called “Leaving Traces Only” by Daegan Wells ($2,500), third place
Andrea Sexton’s painting “Oraka Views” ($1000) and the Southland
Resident Award went to James Morgan for his sculpture “Paikea”
($4,500).
I was inspired to create “Invercargill, City of Water and Light” after
driving at night in the city. There was a celebration happening so
the streets were alive with coloured lights in addition to the usual
traffic and street lights. As we drove I took photographs through
the windscreen. Rain caused the imagery to become distorted
creating interesting shapes and colours. Back home in Manapouri
I had a variety of photographs to develop into a painting.

5 Day Challenge 30-minute watercolour study

Around this time I was hitting a creative block so decided to join
Watercolour New Zealand looking for inspiration. On the front
cover of the first newsletter I received was a painting by Peter
Coates called “The Lagoon, Wellington, by Night”, a bold, colourful abstract. I was immediately struck by the free and expressive
colour and brushwork. I liked the suggestive rather than literal
interpretation of the subject.

Winner: Calendulas by Max Wootton

Phthalo Sea by Jade Postuma

In July I took part in the Watercolour New Zealand Five Day Challenge. Participants were required to spend 30 minutes each day
painting a watercolour, then post the image on the society’s Instagram page. This was a good motivator. The time limit made me
work intuitively and decisively. On day three I produced a painted
sketch based on my night photos. This gave me confidence and
freedom to tackle a larger, more detailed work. I used my photographs as a starting point but once I had a few layers down I
began working more freely and the painting became my main
focus rather than the photos. I threw salt onto successive layers of
colour to create a random textured effect. Throughout the process
I kept checking that I was pushing the light and dark areas to the
extreme in order to achieve a high contrast between the bright
city lights and the dark night sky.
Since winning this award I have been in touch with Peter Coates
and Sue Wild at Watercolour New Zealand to thank them for
inspiring me to create my award-winning watercolour. Talking by
phone with Peter Coates has opened up possibilities of how to
take my watercolour further. I am looking forward to seeing how
far I can push this exciting medium.
Catriona is an artist working mainly in watercolour & acrylics. She tutors adult education art classes during the winter
months in Te Anau and lives on a farm near Manapouri, Southland with her husband and two children.

Snowy Mountain by Sophie Burgess

Comment from Peter Coates

Penguins by Mikki van Niekerk
6 years old - an artist to watch for in future!
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“Much of our art is conservative, often driven by the artist’s need
for an income. But in New Zealand we have diversity. We need to
break free, be adventurous and explore.”
Sunset on Craigs Flat by Dani van Niekerk
Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz

Invergargill City of Water and Light by Catriona Cunningham
ILT Supreme Award Winner 2018
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Vincent Van Gogh
Seeds of Profit
By CHRISTINE WREN
On 30 March 1987, Vincent Van Gogh’s painting the Sunflowers
sold for 3 times the price ever paid for an auctioned painting. The
enormous price for which his paintings now sell contrasts starkly
with the life of grim poverty, hunger, alcoholism and insanity he
endured.
Van Gogh was born in 1853. At 16 he worked for an art dealer
in The Hague. He then transferred to London where he became
infatuated with his land-lady’s daughter. She made fun of him and
laughed at his proposals of marriage. The resulting unhappiness
affected his work and he lost his job. He next became an unpaid
assistant at a boy’s school, where he was required to collect fees in
the London Slums. The poverty he witnessed greatly distressed him
and convinced he had a vocation for Christian preaching. During
his preaching he shared the lives of the miners in the poorest area
of Belgium, giving them his clothes and money. He also sketched
the scenes of their lives. However preaching increased his overall
melancholy and realised he had no talent for it.
At age 27 he resolved to become an artist. He moved to The Hague
where for a year he shared a room with a prostitute and her child.
His paintings were of peasant life in dark sombre
colours. From then on he was supported by an
allowance from his brother Theo with whom he
corresponded weekly. When his father died he
left Holland permanently and moved to Paris.
He had the barest of formal art training. His style
was influenced by the pure bright colours of the
impressionists he met. This included the artist
Pissaro who thought van Gogh “would either go
mad or leave the impressionist behind.” Both of
these statements proved to be true. However van
Gogh alienated other artists with his tendency
to be argumentative and his quick temper. He
frequented notorious bars and drank too much.
The other influence on his work was the bright
colours and simple designs of the Japanese
woodcuts. He perceived Arles as the French
equivalent of Japan and moved there to set up
an artists colony. Yellow is the colour of friendship to the Japanese and this predominates in his
paintings, particularly the Sunflowers.
At first he was happy. But he was painting 16
hours a day and eating little. He worked long
hours in the blazing summer heat and sometimes

rigged up candles on his hat so he could work all night. While he
had a few friends, he was derided by the locals for his strange appearance and behaviour. One night after a quarrel he cut off his ear
lobe and put it in an envelope and gave it to a prostitute. He was put
in hospital suffering from hallucinations and blood loss. The townpeople persecuted him when he returned. He committed himself
to an asylum at St. Remy. He had convulsions and hallucinations in
3 monthly cycles, his only treatment being twice weekly cold baths.
During this time he completed 200 canvases including Starry Nights.
They were characterized by swirling lines reflecting the torment of
his mind.
Of his paintings he said: “I have a terrible lucidity at moments – when
nature is so beautiful. I am not conscious of myself anymore, and the
pictures come to me as in a dream”. “It is no more easy to make a good
picture then it is to find a diamond or a pearl. It means trouble, and you
risk your life for it.”
From the asylum he went to an artists colony. By now Theo was
married with a young son and was worried about money. Van Gogh
painted steadily and kept regular hours. On Sunday 27 July 1890 he
shot himself and died in his brother’s arms. Theo died 6 months later
of a heart attack.

1887 Outskirts of Paris near Montmartre
watercolour

The enthusiasm in this letter reflects the inspiration Van Gogh
took from the Impressionists, who painted real landscapes out
in the open. Sketching and watercolour were an obvious choice
for an artist en plein air. A new generation of pigments, enabled
him to paint in vibrant, sometimes unreal colours, which transmit
emotions and create atmosphere. Initially he used watercolour to
add colour to his pencil drawings, but as his technique developed
he created watercolours that stand strong. Some show his distinctive textural brush strokes and the bold, vibrant colours for which
his work is known. Van Gogh produced nearly 150 watercolours.

In the space of 10 years Vincent had completed 800 canvases. But in
his entire life he sold only 1 painting for 400 francs. He said: “I cannot
help it if my paintings do not sell. The time will come
when they are worth more than the price of paint.”
He has been proved right. The Sunflowers sold
for $70.53 million. Of this $38.47 million went to
the British Government, $6.41 million to Christies
and $25.65 million to the seller. It is surely absurd
and tragic that so great an artistic genius should
have been so neglected in his lifetime. If today his
masterpieces are overvalued, in the scale of history this is only redressing the misery and penury
which afflicted his whole life.

1882 Miners in the Snow - Winter
watercolour

1882 State Lottery
black chalk, pencil, watercolor and ink

Van Gogh’s Watercolours
By SUE WILD
At the age of 28 Vincent wrote in a letter to his
brother Theo, “I came away … with some painted
studies and a few watercolours. They are not
masterpieces, of course, yet I really believe that
there is some soundness and truth in them, more
at any rate than what I’ve done up to now. And
so I reckon that I am now at the beginning of the
beginning of doing something serious. ….. I wish
you could see the two watercolours I have brought

1881 Man with Broom
Black chalk, charcoal, opaque watercolour
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back with me, for you would realise that they are watercolours
just like any other watercolours. They may still be full of imperfections, que soit, I am the first to say that I am still very dissatisfied
with them, and yet they are quite different from what I have done
before and look fresher and brighter. That doesn’t alter the fact,
however, that they must get fresher and brighter still, but one
can’t do everything one wants just like that. It will come little by
little.”

1885 Sunday in Eindhoven
pen & ink, watercolour

1884 Man Winding Yarn
watercolour, opaque watercolour on laid paper,
pasted onto wove paper

1888 Langlois Bridge at Arles
watercolour

1888 The Mill of Alphonse Daudet at Fontevielle
watercolour & pen

1888 The Langlois Bridge at Arles
oil
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Outdoor Painting Safari to Napier

WORKSHOPS

SHIRLEY SUTTON reports
What a great way to get back into painting. Years have passed since I’ve been
on a safari and experienced the exhilaration of painting ‘en plein air’ in new
surroundings. Reuniting with old friends and making new acquaintances, 22 enthusiastic people gathered in Napier full of anticipation and excitement. Joining
the crew from Wellington were couples from Auckland and Blenheim, a lady from
Dannevirke and local artists.
An overcast sky greeted us on the first day as we headed to the marina. Everyone dispersed to decide what to paint. For me it was the lone fisherman on the
quayside and the fishing boats at the wharf. The sun emerged and in the afternoon we moved on to sketch old houses on Bluff Hill. Regrouping for an evening
show and tell and a drink back at camp, we marvelled at the diversity of work
completed. Dinner was at a local restaurant, ‘The Thirsty Whale’ and we enjoyed a
sumptuous meal, getting to know one another and sharing yarns.

To book a workshop or request further information:
Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

Class 2019/1
WEEKEND WORKSHOP
Painting Flowers in watercolour with Svetlana
Tutor: Svetlana Orinko
In my workshop I will teach you some visual literacy (understanding form, light
and colour and how to make a 3D illusion on a flat surface). Also you will learn
about composition and how to make it work. I will show you many ways how
to apply watercolour beautifully to paper (techniques). How to create a visual
harmony that is engaging and pleasing to the viewer.
Esk Valley by Shirley Sutton

The following day, thanks to local artist Richard Moorhead, we were lucky to be
invited to paint at a Lodge overlooking the Tuki Tuki River valley, a magnificent
location with all facilities. It can be a daunting task to capture a vast landscape on
a blank sheet of paper but come lunchtime some vibrant paintings had been accomplished. Our meal that evening was gallantly prepared by Jan Jeffery, a mammoth effort, much appreciated by the troops. The day’s masterpieces adorned
the walls including great renditions of Te Mata Peak and the river valley.

Date:
Venue:
Class Level:
Fee:

16–17 March 2019, 9:30am–5pm
Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Some experience with watercolour is preferred
$175
White Rhododendron in dappled light by Svetlana Orinko

The 2018 Camberwell Art Show

Monday dawned bright and sunny and we headed out in search of our own
piece of Napier. For some it was the beautiful spring blossom trees, a sight to
behold, and for others it was the iconic art deco buildings. My morning’s subject
was the rolling hillside of the Esk Valley. That evening we gathered around the
table for a last meal, reminiscing about another successful Watercolour New
Zealand safari.

Melbourne artist Greg Allen is known and appreciated by many members of Watercolour
New Zealand. He has visited Wellington four
times in the last six years to tutor workshops
for our members.
Bluff hill cottages by Sue Wild

We were delighted to see that Greg won the
prize for Best Work on Paper at the Camberwell Art Show 2018 in Melbourne, Australia’s
largest and preeminent art event.
Greg says his winning painting, “Karl at Swan
Hill”, was designed to be different and unique
- to attract the judge’s eye - and it worked!

Robyn

Mar yann and Pete
Tuki Tuki River by Judy Langham

The judge’s wrote “Greg Allen handles the
watercolour medium with a simple confidence which capitalises on the transparent
and liquid aspects of the medium. Watercolour captures brightness and shadowing and
in the hands of a very good painter appears
effortless. This scene of a painter inside an
old building is strongly designed with the
diagonal separation of shadow balancing
light creating a structure that casts the main
subject into a place of immediate interest.”
Congratulations, Greg!

Karl at Swan Hill by Greg Allen

New Members welcome!

Ann Berry

We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new
members from around New Zealand. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities,
exhibitions and discounts at art stores. Annual subscription: Member – $40 Couple – $50 Student (enrolled) – $15

Lynne Ciochetto

Name

....................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................

Phone

....................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Mobile ....................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Email

.............................................................. Post code..........................

....................................................................................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member ...................................
Please post with subscription to:
Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand
Watercolour New Zealand Bank Account: 010607-0026637-00
Fishing boat by Pavithra Devadatta
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Pavithra

Tuki Tuki by Pete James
Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

President: John Toft
Vice President: Sue Wild

04 934 2699 jdtoft155@gmail.com
04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com

Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@xtra.co.nz

New members who would like a listing in the Artist Directory on our website, please email to: support@anuko.com
www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz
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Outdoor Painting Groups
WELLINGTON GROUP 10:00am - Followed by coffee/brunch in a nearby café
16 December

Lyall Bay beach, Lyall Parade, Lyall Bay

20 January
17 February

– 2019 –
Karaka Bay, Seatoun. Meet outside 315 Karaka Bay Road
Jackson Street, Petone. Meet outside the Clock Tower (opp. Bay Street)

KAPITI GROUP 10:00am Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 9046382

- Followed by coffee/lunch in a nearby café
Please note: We are changing to the second Sunday in the month, as it is more
suitable for the regular painters.
13 January
10 February

10 March
3 December

– 2019 –
Nikau Reserve & Lookout off northern approach to Paraparaumu,
Lindale turnoff. Lookout view if you are fit. Lunch at café at Lindale
Lavender Farm venue. Fund raiser to Mirek Smisek’s historic ‘beehive’
brick kilns, which are in line of the Otaki Expressway. $5 entry fee.
Craft and other stalls, displays, etc.
Vicki Boffa’s garden, Manu Grove, Waikanae. Local Waikanae café
Waikanae River mouth area

OTHER DATES for your Diary
Sunday 9 December

Watercolour New Zealand Christmas Party - details below

16 – 17 March 2019

Workshop with tutor Svetlana Orinko – details on page 15

Sunday 10 March 2019

Watercolour New Zealand AGM: 2pm at Karori Arts Centre

Watercolour
New Zealand
Christmas Party
WHERE

At the Days Bay Pavilion Restaurant in
Williams Park opposite the Days Bay wharf

WHEN

SALE ON NOW
sale ends 24/12/18

12 noon on Sunday 9 December

BOOKING

Please email to:
bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz
with Christmas Party in the subject line. Tell
us how many you are booking for. We are
making a bulk booking at the restaurant.

PAINTING BEFOREHAND

We will meet in Days Bay at 10am and paint
on the beach or in the park

www.gordonharris.co.nz
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